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SALUT LES JEUNES!

L'ALPHABET: It may seem like a superfl uous activity, but learning the alphabet in French early 
helps to maintain the rhythm of the language and respect the integrity of the French class. It 
eliminates shifting back and forth between English and French and will permit the students to stay 
in the target language when examining vocabulary and verb endings later. The youngest students 
don't need to spell much, but they will show great pride in spelling their own names, numbers, 
and colors. Young American learners know the alphabet song in English. Use the  same tune with 
the French alphabet ‘’A-B-C-D .... W-X- Y-Z.  Maintenant je les connais, toutes les lettres de l’alphabet.” See YouTube 
examples to share with your students. Simple games using the alphabet create opportunities to reinforce the letters.  
Chasse au trésor: Write the letters of the alphabet on 26 post-its, and stick them around the room. Students hunt for 
the post-its (individually or in teams), and place them in order, pronouncing the letters in French. If some are missing, 
“Qu’est-ce qui manque?”fi lls in the spaces. Follow it up with the alphabet song. Multiple board activities can include: 
“Va au tableau. Écris la lettre ‘Q.’” Do the reverse and write a sequence of letters on the board, and have students take 
turns erasing a letter you tell them in French until a familiar word remains: Z Y C O H J I E R Q N. Anything written on 
the board becomes an alphabet opportunity with: Comment ça s’ecrit? Even the youngest students will enthusiasti-
cally spell their own names, whether you use their American name or permit them to choose a French name. This leads 
easily into a “French-fried“ version of the American children’s song “Bingo.” The song is repeated fi ve times, each time 
replacing a letter of the name with a clap, starting with the fi rst letter, then fi rst and second, until the whole name is 
hand clapping. Use a more typical French dog name like MÉDOR, although with creative adjustment of the beats, stu-
dents’ names from 4 to 7 letters will work, and students will identify more enthusiastically with the song. See YouTube 
varieties of this song, some with choreography! (YouTube “Bingo” song en français)

Monsieur le fermier

a un chien

et il s’appelle Médor.

M-É-D-O-R,

M-É-D-O-R,

____ ____ ____ ____ ____

et il s’appelle Médor.
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Share with other FLES and middle school teachers your ideas, classroom gimmicks, games for oral interaction, 
and successful lessons. Join the teacher network! Send your ideas to:  Elizabeth Miller, 74 Tuscaloosa Ave, Atherton, CA 
94027; e-mail: [mmemiller@aol.com].

LES ACCENTS: As the students progress, encourage using the accent 
names as a natural part of the spelling. For example, élève would be:  “e 
accent aigu, I, e accent grave, v, e.”  Leaned early, the accent marks will be 
less of a challenge. The drawing of "Vincent !'Accent" was made by Ella 
Wagner,  Sanford School (DE), to help her class learn the accent marks. 

MON DICTIONNAIRE PERSONNEL: Older French language students who are adding writing to their language study 
can keep a personal dictionary to which they contribute throughout the year. Seize the opportunity to have the 
students spell their choices out loud! For younger learners, supply a simple word for them each week as they proceed 
through the alphabet from September to June with a drawing (A-arbre, B-banane, C-crayon, etc.). They are not ex-
pected to learn the spelling but can read the letters in French.  In each case the students have a tangible keepsake that 
shows their progress while they studied with you.  

• For each booklet, take 7 sheets of 8.5’’ x 11” paper, and fold them in half.  Using a long reach stapler, staple the 
pages to make a booklet. For younger students who might do more drawings, consider using larger paper like 
legal size or ledger size. 

• Instruct students to label the front of the book with “Mon dictionnaire personnel” and their name. On each page of 
the booklet, they are to write a letter at the top. It helps to do the letters sequentially A-Z!

• When students learn a new word, they can add that word to their booklets. Some students may want to make an 
accompanying picture for that entry. I encourage students to write special words in their books and not all the 
words from every lesson. These words may be ones they hear in class or read in stories. 

• When students fi nish their work early, I have them work in their dictionaries. It is a good  task to keep them busy 
and engaged in something with personal interest. 

• From time to time, students can share their new personal words with one another. 

• I encourage my older students to use their dictionaries when working on assignments so they can draw on their 
personal vocabulary lists.

Amusez-vous bien! 
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